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Self-imaging with finite energy
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General solutions and conditions are presented for paraxial waves that image themselves with different
scales through free propagation. These waves, represented as superpositions of Gauss–Laguerre modes,
have finite energy and thus finite effective width. The self-imaging wave fields described by Montgomery
[J. Opt. Soc. Am. 57, 772 (1967)], which possess a Fourier transform that is confined to a ring structure, are
obtained as a specif ic limiting case of an infinite aperture.  1997 Optical Society of America
Wave fields possessing invariance and conservation
properties have recently stimulated research activity.
Typical examples of such fields are Gaussian modes,
Bessel beams,1 phase dislocations,2 and beams with
rotating intensity distributions.3 The subject of this
Letter is self-imaging (SI) in which the invariance
property is manifested in a repetition of the trans-
verse intensity distribution of a wave along the di-
rection of propagation. Montgomery4 was the first to
derive general conditions for a coherent wave field to
have its complex amplitude repeated along the illumi-
nation direction. His results are valid for the homo-
geneous Helmholtz equation and require an infinite
support of the wave on any transverse plane. More-
over, every solution satisfying these conditions carries
infinite energy outside any finite support. In Ref. 5
it was shown that for finite-energy waves this SI has
an approximate character. Other studies6 – 9 consid-
ered the finiteness of object dimensions as an aber-
rating factor. Furthermore, they assumed transversal
periodicity of the object, which is an important but by
no means a general case. In Refs. 1 and 10 a superpo-
sition of nondiffracting beams was used for describing
SI waves.

Here we seek general paraxial waves that carry
finite total power and exhibit scaled SI; i.e., the
repeated images can be scaled relative to each other.
The formalism is based on an expansion in Gauss–
Laguerre (GL) or Gauss–Hermite (GH) propagation
modes. In this way we obtain simple yet powerful
conditions on the general structure of paraxial waves
possessing scaled SI. It is also shown that the scaled
phase map is self-imaged except for a quadratic-radial
phase term. The known case of an infinite aperture is
obtained as a limiting case.

Let a scalar wave be represented by the function

f sr, td  usrdexpfiskz 2 vtdg , (1)

where r  s r, f,zd in cyclindrical coordinates, v is the
angular frequency, and k is the wave number. The
reduced wave field, usrd, can be expanded in terms of
GL modes. We found it convenient to write each GL
mode in the form

un, msrd  Gs r̃, z̃dRn, ms r̃dFmsfdZnsz̃d , (2a)

where r̃  rywsz̃d is the radial coordinate scaled by
the Gaussian spot size, which is given by wsz̃d 
0146-9592/97/040200-03$10.00/0
w0s1 1 z̃2d1/2. We defined z̃ ; zyz0 as the longitudinal
coordinate scaled by the Rayleigh length, z0  pw0

2yl.
The functions comprising un, msrd are

Gsr̃, z̃d 
w0

wsz̃d
exps2r̃2dexpsir̃2z̃dexpf2icsz̃dg , (2b)

Rn, ms r̃d 
≥p

2 r̃

¥
jmj

Ljmj
sn2jmjd/2s2r̃2d , (2c)

Fmsfd  expsimfd , (2d)

Znsz̃d  expf2incsz̃dg , (2e)

while csz̃d  arctansz̃d is the Gouy phase. The func-
tion (2b) is common to all modes and comprises the ra-
dial Gaussian envelope of the beam, a quadratic phase,
and a Gouy phase. Ljmj

sn2jmjd/2 are the generalized La-
guerre polynomials, where the integers n, m satisfy

n  jmj, jmj 1 2, jmj 1 4 , . . . . (3)

Let us examine a superposition of such modes:

usrd 
SX

j1
Aj unj , mj srd , (4)

where Aj is the complex amplitude of mode j . Assum-
ing, without loss of generality, that nj # nj11, the in-
tensity distribution is given by

I srd  jGsr̃dj2
(

SX
j1

jAj j2R2
nj , mj

s r̃d

1

SX
j1

SX
pj11

2jAj j jApjRnj , mj s r̃d

3 Rnp , mp s r̃dcosfDmjpf 2 Dnjpcsz̃d 2 qjpg

)
,

(5)

where Dmjp ; mj 2 mp, Dnjp ; nj 2 np, and qjp ;
fargsAj d 2 argsApdg. Considering SI scaled as the
elementary Gaussian spot size, we require that

I s r̃, f, z1d  I sr̃, f 1 2pN , z2d for all r̃, f . (6)

The first sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) is
invariant on propagation along z̃ (except for scale)
and is therefore self-imaged. Each term in the sec-
ond sum represents a wave rotating linearly with
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csz̃d.3 Accordingly, Eq. (6) will be fulfilled if each of
these terms is equal at z1 and z2:

cosfDmjpf 2 Dnjpcsz̃1d 2 qjpg

 cosfDmjpsf 1 2pNd 2 Dnjpcsz̃2d 2 qjpg . (7)

The coefficients of the cosine functions depend on r̃
through the functions Rnj , mj s r̃dRnp , mp s r̃d. Thus the
equality of each term, and hence Eq. (7), is also a
necessary (as well as sufficient) condition for the
fulfillment of Eq. (6). Equation (7) is satisfied for all
f if and only if

Dmjpf 2 Dnjpcsz̃1d 2 qjp

 fDmjpsf 1 2pNd 2 Dnjpcsz̃2d 2 qjpg 1 2pN 0 (8)

for all f. We are led to the condition that

Dnjp  NjpVsz̃2, z̃1d for all modes j , p , (9)

where Njp is any integer and

Vsz̃2, z̃1d ;
2p

csz̃2d 2 csz̃1d


2p

Dc
. (10)

Equation (9) is fulfilled if and only if the index nj of
each mode j that comprises the wave satisfies

nj  n1 1 NjVsz̃2, z̃1d for all j , (11)

where n1 and Nj are integers. The constant n1 is
arbitrary, whereas the variable Nj is such that nj is a
nonnegative integer. The magnif ication between self-
images is

M  wsz̃2dywsz̃1d  hf1 1 sz̃2d2gyf1 1 sz̃1d2gj1/2. (12)

Although we required SI between two planes, Eq. (5)
indicates that the scaled intensity distribution is peri-
odic in csz̃d. Because csz̃d is bounded, the number of
periods is finite. Note that a SI condition between two
planes was also sought in Ref. 4, leading to periodic so-
lutions in z.

We now investigate the phase relation between
these intensity self-images. The amplitude of the
wave presented in Eq. (4) is

usrd 
w0

wsz̃d
expf2is1 1 n1dcsz̃dg

3 expsir̃2z̃d
MX

j1
Aj Knj , mj sr̃dFmj sfd

3 expf2isnj 2 n1dcsz̃dg , (13)

where Knj , mj sr̃d comprises all the scaled-radial factors
that do not depend explicitly on z̃. Because of the
orthogonality of the modes, the sum is equal in z1
and z2 if and only if each term in it is equal in these
two planes. This condition is equivalent to Eq. (8).
Thus the two-dimensional scaled phase distributions
are related by

phasesz̃2d  phasesz̃1d 2 s1 1 n1d fcsz̃2d 2 csz̃1dg

1 sz̃2 2 z̃1dr̃2. (14)

Hence the phase map of the wave (scaled with the
Gaussian spot size) is self-imaged with the intensity
distribution, except for a quadratic-radial term and a
constant. Moreover, we can see that this derivation
leads directly to the previous result [Eqs. (10) and (11)].
The conditions of Eqs. (10) and (11) apply for every
paraxial wave showing SI with any magnif ication sMd
and between any two planes (separated by Dz ; z2 2

z1). To prove this, we must find at least one suitable
GL basis in which these conditions can be applied, i.e.,
a location for the waist and its radius. If M  1, then,
from Eq. (12), z1  2Dzy2 and z0 can be arbitrarily
chosen. Otherwise, we obtain

z0
2  fDz2 1 2z1Dz 2 sM2 2 1dz1

2gysM2 2 1d , (15)

which defines a parabolic segment on the sz1, z0d
plane. Because Vfsz1 1 Dzdyz0, z1yz0g is continuous
and nonconstant in this domain, it is always possible
to choose z0 to make V a rational number, which is
a necessary condition for the fulfillment of Eq. (11).
Note, however, that there may still be a great deal of
freedom in analyzing and synthesizing the SI objects,
because there are an infinite number of legitimate
values of z0 and z1.

The solutions given by Eqs. (10) and (11) are not
described by the Montgomery rings that were used
to represent the general solution for SI in the litera-
ture.4,5 However, we now show that these solutions
can be obtained as a special limiting case in which
the beam appears to have an infinite effective extent.
First we note that the paraxial SI objects introduced by
Montgomery are described in their most general way
by rings in the Fourier domain as

j2  j1
2 1 s2ylDzdN , (16)

where N is an integer and j1
2 is a constant describing

the lowest-frequency ring. The condition presented in
Ref. 4 is obtained for j1

2  0. We set the following
conditions for the mode superposition of Eq. (4):

(A) To make the modes resemble (infinite) plane
waves and Bessel modes, we can reduce the quadratic-
radial phase by requiring that z̃ ,, 1. In the limit
sDzyz0d ! 0, we obtain a uniform periodicity in z and
an infinite number of self-images. According to this
limit and Eq. (11),

nj 2 n1 > 2pNj sz0yDzd z̃!0
! ` . (17)

(B) The effective half-angular beam spread of a GL
mode obeys3

spyldtansubeamd 
p

n 1 1yw0
n..1

!
p

nyw0 . (18)

The angular beam spread must be kept small to satisfy
the paraxial approximation, in spite of Eq. (17). For
convenience we keep

l
p

nj yw0  constants j d . 0 for all j (19)

during the limiting process. As a consequence,
sw0yld ! `, and thus also n1 ! `.

(C) Obviously, we demand that r be much smaller
than the effective width of the beam, which is taken
as the standard deviation of the intensity distribution.
It can be shown 3 that

ksDxd2l  s1y4d sn 1 1dw2sz̃d
z̃,,1, n..1

! nw0
2y4 . (20)

Thus r̃ ,,
p

n y2 for all n comprising the wave.
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(D) The smaller the difference n 2 jmj, the lower
the energy concentrated about the axis [where con-
dition (C) is valid]. Thus, to maintain a signif icant
amount of energy in the axial region, we require that
n 2 jmj ø n (see Eq. (3)].

Using the relation11

h2aLh
asxyhd

h!`
! x2a/2Jas2

p
x d , (21)

where Ja denotes a Bessel function of order a, we note
that conditions (A)–(D) with Eqs. (2) and (11) lead to

ulimit
n, m srd  csn, mdexp

√
2

r2

w0
2

!

3 Jjmj

(
2pr
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√
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!
N

#1/2)

3 expsimfdexp
µ

2i
n
z0

z
∂

, (22)

where csn, md is constant for each mode and j1
2 ;

n1ysp2w0
2d. The two-dimensional Fourier transform

of Eq. (22) over the transversal coordinates sr, fd
satisfies

U limit
n, m sj, Qd ~ expf2psw0jd2gp ringN , msj, Qd , (23a)

where p denotes convolution, sj, Qd are the polar
spatial-frequency coordinates and

ringN , msj, Qd ; dhj 2 fj1
2 1 s2ylDzdNg1/2jexpsimQd .

(23b)

As the Gaussian spot size increases, that is, w0 ! `,
the convolution kernel in Eq. (23a) becomes infinites-
imally narrow. In this limiting case the SI solutions
are in agreement with Ref. 5, and their spectrum is
concentrated about the rings described in Eq. (16).

Note that j1
2 can take any positive real value leading

to any positive ring radius. However, to contain fully
the solutions of Eq. (16), it should also be possible to
obtain j1  0, corresponding to a plane wave. In this
special case, the basic Gaussian mode sn1  0d can be
introduced and considered as a plane wave. For this
purpose we use a different limit: Condition (B) applies
only for j . 1, and condition (C) is changed to r̃ ,, 1y2.

It should be pointed out that some of the condi-
tions above may not seem necessary for simulating
the infinite effective-aperture situation. For exam-
ple, Eq. (19) was chosen to fit all modes into Eq. (21).
However, here we are interested only in showing that
under sufficient conditions the solutions of Eq. (16) are
a limiting case of Eqs. (10) and (11).

In contrast with previous research,4 – 9 our approach
deals with waves that are exact solutions of the
paraxial wave equation. No further approximations
are made. The GL modes fall off rapidly away from
the propagation axis and thus limit the support of
the object to an effective finite aperture. Truncation
effects can be arbitrarily reduced, producing negligible
aberrations in the results. Note that the GL modes
can be expressed as superpositions of GH modes having
nx 1 ny  n and vice versa.12 Thus Eqs. (9) and (11)
also apply for wave representations in terms of GH
modes, with n defined in this way.

In summary, scaled SI can exist between any two
planes and with any magnification within the paraxial
regime. In an appropriate GL basis, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give a necessary and sufficient condition for
SI. The phase map, scaled with the corresponding
Gaussian spot size, is also replicated with the exception
of a quadratic phase. These waves possess finite
energy and thus are physically realizable. Previously
known SI wave fields are obtained as a particular
limiting case. The theoretical results presented here
may prove useful for the analysis and synthesis of
waves.
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